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“ R E L E VA N T L E A D E R S H I P ”
Are you keen to take your leadership to the next level ?








is a graduate of Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmedabad and a
PhD from California, USA. He is a Core
Facilitator at Trainerz, Kuwait. He
brings a rich exposure and experience
to international markets and cultures.

What are the pitfalls for today's Leaders ?
Why and where Leadership Fails ?
What is the Importance of Execution in Leadership ?
Why Brilliant, Intelligent Leaders alone are not enough for Survival ?
What is the one thing different between "Successful" and "Burdened" Leadership ?
Why calibrating on the "Change" is a crucial skill every Leader must have ?
Why ever moving targets – ever changing market - constant adaptability are three
important norms every Leader must get used to ?

Some thoughts from the facilitator :
Team members, today, are highly qualified achievers, who don’t need to
be told what to do. So how can you raise their level of leadership ?
The answer is almost a no-brainer – “Help the Team to Think Better”.
Our Relevant Leadership program will teach you how to correctly grasp
the need of the situation (which is always partly constant and partly
varying) and of the group (which includes the followers, their needs and
values).
Leadership is all about creating Leaders, capable of taking your
organization to the next level. How can you do this ?
Our Relevant Leadership Program will enable you to learn, evaluate and
adapt yourself. You will now be able to share and teach, thus bringing
out the leader in them.
Relevant Leadership requires fine tuning with the team and situation but
then why is success elusive ?
Knowing where the organization is, in the Corporate Lifecycle, is a key
element of Relevant Leadership. This is where I strongly emphasise a
good dose of experiential learning, not mere theory and concepts. As
much as knowing “what to do” is important, it is equally essential to know
“what not to do”.

Join our open
program on

21st and 22nd
April, 2014 at
Failaka Conference
Room-Radisson Blu,
Kuwait
For further details about
corporate packages,
early-bird discounts and
other individualized
corporate programs
please contact Balaji
Srinivasan.

Take the first step to make your leadership more relevant...
When you grow, your team and organization grows too !!

CONTACT MR. BALAJI SRINIVASAN
KUWAIT Trainerz, A division of Raja Co. W.L.L.

+965-99661083

info@trainerz.net www.trainerz.net

http://www.facebook.com/trainerzinternational

